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Abstract:

1. The Peoples Money is a transformative initiative committed to empowering individuals

and making a difference in the fight against homelessness. Our mission is to create

financial opportunities for passive income while advocating for the rights and well-being

of those experiencing homelessness. Through a strategic partnership between our LLC

and a charity foundation, we are determined to leave a lasting impact on the lives of those

in need.

Introduction:

At The Peoples Money, we firmly believe in the power of personal narratives and lived

experiences. Our team of founders-turned-investors comes from diverse backgrounds,

each with their own set of unique challenges. Some have personally experienced

homelessness and battled substance abuse, while others have served in the military and

faced the hardships that come with it. These firsthand experiences have granted us a

profound understanding of the struggles faced by individuals in vulnerable situations.

Through our collaboration between the LLC and the charity foundation, we are building a

sustainable model that not only offers employment opportunities but also addresses the

immediate need for safe shelters and support services. By merging entrepreneurship and

philanthropy, our goal is to break the cycle of poverty and homelessness, empowering

individuals to regain control of their lives.

○ Tokenomics:

○ THE PEOPLE's MONEY Revamped

○ Ticker: TPMrp

○ Token Supply: 1 billion initially, with a total supply of 11 billion tokens.

○ Buy/Sell Taxes: A minimal tax rate of 0.0001% is applied to transactions.

○ Anti-Bot buy/sell: Every day, 5 million tokens are max per wallet address.

○ Launch Price: The initial price per token is set at $0.021

○ Minting: A total of 10 billion tokens will be minted, starting with 1 billion tokens.

○ • 2. Clarification on the Halving Process:



○ Based on the described functionality, we have outlined the expected halving

process below to ensure that we are aligned regarding the adjustments in rewards

over time:

○ Starting Reward: Initially, the reward is set at 11 tokens daily for every 11,000 tokens

held. This reward structure will be in place until the first halving, which is

scheduled for April 19, 2025.

○ 1st Halving (April 19, 2025): After the first halving, the rewards will be reduced to 5

tokens daily for every 11,000 tokens held.

○ 2nd Halving (April 19, 2027): Following the second halving, the rewards will be

further reduced to 2 tokens daily for every 11,000 tokens held.

○ 3rd Halving (April 19, 2031): Subsequent to the third halving, the rewards will be

reduced to 1 token daily for every 11,000 tokens held.

○ 4th Halving (April 19, 2039): Finally, after the fourth halving, the rewards will cease

entirely. There will be no further minting of tokens from this point forward.

○ Minting Rewards: Holders of 11,000 TPMrp tokens will have the ability to mint 1

token daily.

○ Example Scenario: If a user possesses 150,000 TPMrp tokens, they will be able to

mint 13 tokens daily.

○ Allocation Breakdown:

○ - 20% of tokens allocated for centralized exchanges (cex).

○ - 20% of tokens allocated for decentralized exchanges (dex).

○ - 5% of tokens reserved for the TPM DAO.

○ - 5% of tokens allocated for the team and developers.

○ - 40% of tokens allocated for liquidity.

○ - 5% of tokens reserved for staking rewards.

○ - 2% of tokens allocated for community rewards, events, competitions, etc.

○ - 1% of tokens allocated for development partners and any future project

collaborations.

○ - 2% is dedicated for user to donate usd to our charity and rewards are delivered

in our token rewards will be based on dollar amount ratio

●
●
● ROADMAP

●

● Here is a roadmap based on the provided information:

●



● 2024 Q1:

● - Launch TPMrp smart contract with system upgrades.

● - Airdrop tokens to whitelisted members.

● - Launch pre-sale with multiple stages at the same price until a hard cap of 420k is

reached.

● - Each stage will run for 30 days.

● - Launch DApp for users to mint tokens.

●

● 2024 Q2:

● - Secure partnerships with high influencer and meme crypto tokens.

● - Launch on main decentralized exchange (DEX).

●

● 2025 Q1:

● - Launch TPMrp token on low to medium tier centralized and decentralized exchanges

before the first halving in April 2025.

●

● 2025 Q2:

● - Partner with well-known companies and crypto projects.

● - Launch TPMrp token on medium to high tier centralized exchanges.

●

● 2026 Q1:

● - Launch TPMrp token on most major centralized and decentralized exchanges.

● - Begin improvements on TPM platform, updates, and upgrades.

●

● 2026 Q2:



● - Implement total improvement on TPM platform, focusing on security and network

enhancements.

● - Achieve widespread trading availability on exchanges.

● - Reach a ranking in the top 100 cryptocurrencies, showcasing the strength of the

community.

●

● Please note that this roadmap is subject to change based on the project's needs, market

conditions, and community feedback.
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